July 23, 2008 CoIR upgrade:

User changes:

- Fix the Projects tab so that the projects displayed are identical to the data in Jellyfish, with link to full Jellyfish view
- Update printable disclosure form: show projects from Jellyfish on bottom of form
- Change the signer reminder emails to be delayed by one week instead of two and revise text
- Add an additional question to the appendix 1A of the disclosure form
- Add a new error prompt that states you are navigating away from an edited disclosure form without saving
- Allow disclosure forms to be printed from any status or user role as long as role allows form to be viewed

Admin changes:

- Upgrade the signature email reminders process to search for any form where signers are present but no email to signer has been sent, and allow manual send
- Upgrade the NIH tracking functionality to work with the new projects page
- Expand length for comments field for disclosure form rejection
- Repair issue not allowing users with CoIR Read rights to submit their own form